Although spatial information of images can usually enhance the robustness of the conventional Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm, it greatly increases the computational costs for image segmentation. To achieve a sound trade-off between the segmentation performance and the speed of clustering, we come up with a Kullback-Leibler divergence-based FCM algorithm by incorporating a tight wavelet frame transform and a morphological reconstruction operation. To enhance FCM's robustness, an observed image is first filtered by using the morphological reconstruction. A tight wavelet frame system is employed to decompose the observed and filtered images so as to form their feature sets. Considering these feature sets as data of clustering, an modified FCM algorithm is proposed, which introduces a Kullback-Leibler divergence term in the partition matrix into its objective function. The Kullback-Leibler divergence term aims to make membership degrees of each image pixel closer to those of its neighbors, which brings that the membership partition becomes more suitable and the parameter setting of FCM becomes simplified. On the basis of the obtained partition matrix and prototypes, the segmented feature set is reconstructed by minimizing the inverse process of the modified objective function. To modify abnormal features produced in the reconstruction process, each reconstructed feature is reassigned to the closest prototype. As a result, the segmentation accuracy of Kullback-Leibler divergence-based FCM is further improved. What's more, the segmented image is reconstructed by using a tight wavelet frame reconstruction operation. Finally, supporting experiments coping with synthetic, medical and color images are reported. Experimental results exhibit that the proposed algorithm works well and comes with better segmentation performance than other comparative algorithms. Moreover, the proposed algorithm He is a foreign member of the Polish academy of Sciences. He has authored 15 research monographs covering various aspects of computational intelligence, data mining, and software engineering. His current research interests include computational intelligence, fuzzy modeling, and granular computing, knowledge discovery and data mining, fuzzy control, pattern recognition, knowledge-based neural networks, relational computing, and software engineering. He has published numerous papers in the above areas.
I. INTRODUCTION
D UE to its simplicity, a Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm [1] , [2] has been applied to a wide range of applications, such as image analysis [3] , granular computing [4] and pattern recognition [5] . However, the conventional FCM algorithm only performs well for noisy-free image data [3] . To overcome its drawback, a collection of improved versions of FCM have been proposed by mainly considering spatial information [6] - [10] and kernel distances (functions) [11] - [15] . As to the first improvement, many FCM-related algorithms introduce a neighborhood term on spatial information into the objective function of FCM. For instance, Ahmed et al. [6] report an improved algorithm, namely FCM S, by introducing a neighbor term into the FCM algorithm. Since FCM S calculates the neighbor term in each iteration, its computational complexity is high. To improve the robustness of FCM S, Chen and Zhang [7] introduce two variants of FCM S, namely FCM S1 and FCM S2, by employing mean and median filters. However, the two algorithms require higher running time than FCM S. To enhance their computational effiency, Cai et al. [8] propose a fast generalized FCM algorithm (FGFCM) by using gray level histograms. Moreover, FGFCM also improves the segmentation performance of FCM by incorporating a local similarity measure. However, its drawback is to require more parameters to achieve a good trade-off between robustness to noise and effect of retaining feature details. Krinidis et al. [9] utilize a fuzzy factor to simplify the parameter settings in FGFCM, thus forming a fuzzy local information C-means algorithm (FLICM). Superior to FGFCM, FLICM has better segmentation performance and is free of parameters. Nevertheless, FLICM only adopts the non-robust Euclidean distance, thus it is not effective for arbitrary spatial information.
To further enhance the FLICM's robustness, the second improvement is investigated by augmenting kernel distances into the objective function of FLICM. The implication of kernel distances (functions) is to achieve the transformation from the original data space to a new data space. Due to superior properties of the new space, image data can be easily manipulated and analyzed, thus resulting in a collection of kernel-based FCM algorithms [11] - [15] . For example, Gong et al. [11] introduce a tradeoff weighted fuzzy factor and a kernel metric to improve the robustness of FLICM, which forms a novel algorithm, namely KWFLICM. This algorithm works well for different types of noise, but it is extremely time-consuming. Zhao et al. [12] propose a neighborhood weighted FCM clustering algorithm (NWFCM) by replacing a Euclidean distance with a neighborhood weighted distance. Compared with FLICM and KWFLICM, NWFCM exhibits higher computational effiency. However, the usage of the patch distance and setting of several parameters make NWFCM's computational effiency lower than computing overhead of many FCM-related algorithms. Moreover, Wang et al. [13] present a wavelet frame-based FCM algorithm (WFCM) for segmenting images defined in non-flat domains. The main superiority of WFCM is to employ tight wavelet frames to form feature spaces of images. On the basis of these feature spaces, the image data characteristics can be analyzed well. Therefore, WFCM achieves good segmentation performance.
In addition, for the sake of the improvement of robustness and computational efficiency of FCM, some comprehensive FCM-related algorithms has been recently reported [16] - [19] , which involve varying mathematical techniques, like Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [16] , morphological gray reconstruction [18] and sparse representation [19] . Typically, Gharieb et al. [16] introduce the KL divergence to restrain local memberships, which achieves the improvement for the conventional FCM algorithm. Whereas, the derived algorithm exhibits low computational effiency and its performance can be further improved. Lei et al. [18] come up with a fast and robust FCM algorithm (FRFCM) based on morphological gray reconstruction and membership filtering. FRFCM is so fast due to the use of gray level histograms. However, its performance is sometimes unstable. More recently, Zhang et al. [19] propose two alternative clustering algorithms, namely DSFCM and DSFCM N, which introduce sparse regularization in terms of deviations into the objective function of FCM. Once spatial information is encountered, DSFCM upgrades to DSFCM N that makes full use of neighbor information. Although the two algorithms provide a new avenue for image segmentation, their performance can further be improved.
By reviewing the literature, we conclude that existing algorithms cannot consider well the trade-off between the segmentation performance and the speed of clustering. Although most of algorithms improve the FCM's robustness to some extent, their computing overheads are usually large due to multiple factors, such as the use of image patch, parameter selection, and high-dimensional data space. Even though a small proportion of algorithms make some efforts to reduce the computational costs, like using gray level histograms and improving non-Euclidean distances, their segmentation effects can still be improved. In addition, we find that there is no work involves a deep discussion on the optimization of membership partition in order to improve FCM's performance. Although the work in [16] has roughly touched on optimizing local memberships by using the KL divergence, further discussion on the segmentation performance is not conducted and the computational efficiency is low. In fact, membership grades of a specific image pixel are close to those of its neighborhoods. Hence, the optimization of the membership partition in each iteration can have a positive impact on the segmentation performance of FCM. To sum up, the improved FCM-related algorithms are still not well exploited, which exhibit good segmentation effects and require less time simultaneously.
To deal with this issue, inspired by [16] , [18] , we present a KL divergence-based FCM algorithm by incorporating a tight wavelet frame transform [20] , [21] and a morphological reconstruction (MR) operation [22] , [23] , which realizes the optimization of membership partition and fast speed of clustering. Aiming to enhance FCM's robustness, an observed image is first filtered by using the MR. A tight wavelet frame system is employed to decompose the observed and filtered images so as to form their feature sets. Taking these feature sets as data of clustering, an modified FCM algorithm is proposed, which incorporates a KL divergence term in the partition matrix into its objective function. On the basis of the obtained partition matrix and prototypes, the segmented feature set is reconstructed by minimizing the inverse process of the modified objective function. To modify abnormal features produced in the reconstruction process, each reconstructed feature is reassigned to the closest prototype. In the sequel, the segmentation accuracy of KL divergence-based FCM is further improved. Finally, the segmented image is reconstructed by using a tight wavelet frame reconstruction operation. The framework of the proposed algorithm is drawn in Fig. 1 .
As a whole, this study makes three contributions to the development of FCM. The first contribution is to employ the MR to filter the observed image, which means that spatial information of the image is introduced into clustering and the iterative calculation of a conventional local neighbor term is avoided. Therefore, the computational efficiency of FCM is enormously improved. In addition, the MR also overcomes the drawback of having to select different filters suitable for different types of noise, which is revealed in many improved FCM-related algorithms. In the sequel, the usage of the MR makes FCM more robust to different types of noise. Finally, the MR makes the distribution characteristic of image pixels favorable to fuzzy clustering, which is also positive to improve the speed of clustering.
The second contribution is to utilize tight wavelet frames to form feature sets of images, which thereby eliminates the defect of using image pixels. Since tight wavelet frames can acquire sparse approximations of an image, the underlying features in the image can be analyzed as much as possible. As a matter of fact, tight wavelet frames can be viewed as a kernel function, thus forming a kernel-based FCM algorithm. The essence of the kernel function is to achieve the transformation from the original space (time domain) to a new feature space (frequency domain). Thus, the underlying features and noise in images can be easily found.
Finally, we introduce a KL divergence term to the membership partition is introduced into the objective function of FCM. With the assistance of the KL divergence term, membership grades of a specific image pixel are close to those of it neighborhoods. Therefore, the optimization of membership partition in each iteration have a positive impact on the segmentation performance of FCM. In addition, for further improvement of the segmentation accuracy of KL divergence-based FCM, we minimize the inverse process of the modified objective function to reconstruct the segmented feature set. To modify abnormal features produced in the reconstruction process, each reconstructed feature is reassigned to the closest prototype. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the usage of KL divergence makes the fuzzification coefficient not present in FCM. Hence, the parameter setting of FCM becomes simplified.
In conclusion, this work presents a distinct originality that the proposed algorithm is a fast and robust FCM method by using some potential measures. The FCM algorithm is conducted in the feature spaces produced by tight wavelet frames, which is useful to manipulate image features and noise. Even though the KL divergence has a positive impact on a partition matrix, it also results in a high computing overhead. Whereas, the use of the MR makes up for the drawback caused by KL divergence since it acts as a pre-processing step to introduce spatial information into FCM in advance, implying that the iterative calculation of a conventional local neighbor term is avoided. The noise-immunity and retention capacity of image details are meanwhile exhibited. In addition, in order to further enhance the segmentation effects, the reconstruction of the segmented feature set is designed. Finally, the parameter setting of FCM is simplified since the usage of KL divergence makes the fuzzification coefficient not present in the proposed algorithm.
The structure of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II briefly describes the FCM algorithm and a tight wavelet frame transform. Section III formulates the proposed algorithm in detail. Section IV reports experimental results for synthetic, medical, and color images. Conclusions are reached in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. FCM
Denote an image with K pixels as f . Since each image pixel often implies a set of attributes (variables), f can be formulated as X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x K } ⊂ R K . The FCM algorithm divides X into several clusters by minimizing the objective function
subject to
,··· ,c is a set of c prototypes, · denotes the Euclidean distance, and m is a fuzzification coefficient (m > 1). The minimization of (1) can be realized by iteratively updating the partition matrix and the prototypes [24] :
By presetting a nonnegative threshold ε, the algorithm iterates until U (t) − U (t−1) < ε has been met. Here, t is an iteration index of the FCM algorithm.
B. Tight Wavelet Frame Transform
Wavelet frames exhibit powerful ability for feature/texture extraction. Thus they are applied to a wide range of research fields, such as image segmentation [13] , image denoising [25] - [27] , image restoration [20] , and mesh surface reconstruction [28] , [29] . For the sake of simplicity, we introduce the main idea of a tight wavelet frame transform. The reader is referred to [20] , [21] . The tight wavelet frame transform involves two operators, i.e., decomposition W and reconstruction W T . By collecting a set of filters (masks), W can be generated based on γ sub-filtering operators, i.e., W 0 , W 1 , · · · , W γ−1 . Among them, W 0 is the low-pass filtering operator and the rest are high-pass filtering operators. With the assistance of unitary extension principle [30] , W T can be available. Moreover, we
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Image Filtering via MR
As a pre-processing step, the MR is applied to filter an observed image, which improves FCM's robustness and makes the distribution characteristic of image pixels favorable to fuzzy clustering. Formally speaking, the MR is composed of two operators, i.e., dilation and erosion reconstructions [31] .
Given two images f (mask image) and g (marker image), the dilation reconstruction is defined as
where g ≤ f , ∧ stands for the point-wise minimum and D represents the dilation of g by a flat structuring element [23] .
The erosion reconstruction is defined as
where g ≥ f , ∨ stands for the point-wise maximum and E represents the erosion of g by a flat structuring element.
Here, we select g = E(f ) and g = D(f ) as marker images for dilation and erosion reconstructions, respectively. According to the two reconstruction operators, the morphological closing reconstruction of f is given as
In this work, f is an observed image and its filtered image is denoted asf = R C (f ).
To illustrate the performance of the MR for feature preservation and noise suppression, we give an example, refer to The first row of Fig. 2 shows an original image, an observed image, and three filtered images that generated by a mean filter, a median filter, and the MR, respectively. The second row of Fig. 2 represents the corresponding gray level histograms. The original image includes four gray levels, i.e., 0, 85, 170, and 255. Obviously, its gray level histogram has four obvious peaks. We generate the observed image by imposing mixed Gaussian and impulse noise with s = 10 and r = 10% (additive white Gaussian noise with standard deviation s and salt and pepper impulse noise with density r) on the original image. The gray level histogram of the observed image only has two apparent peaks (0 and 255). As shown in Fig. 2 (c)-(d), both mean and median filters produce too many peaks while the MR mainly splits the observed image into 4 clusters. Thus, the MR can effectively retain image details and remove noise simultaneously.
B. Feature Extraction via Wavelet Frames
On the basis of the observed image and filtered image generated by the MR, we can employ a tight frame system to form feature sets of the two images. In many applications, the piecewise linear B-spline tight frame system [30] , [32] is validated to be more adaptable to features and noise since it can provide redundant representations of images. Thus, we choose this system in which the corresponding filters are discretized as
Using the above three one-dimensional filters, we can generate nine two-dimensional filters, including one low-pass filter and eight high-pass filters, which correspond to nine sub-filtering operators W 0 , W 1 , · · · , W 8 . They make up a tight wavelet frame decomposition operator W. Hence, we can utilize the decomposition operator to form feature sets associated with the observed and filtered images, i.e.,
For image processing, W 0 f and W 0f represent low frequency information, the rest represent high frequency information. The above formulation abstracts the feature extraction results obtained by the use of 1-level tight wavelet frame decomposition. The value of the decomposition level represents the number of times where the target data are sequentially decomposed. To better exhibit the effect of wavelet frames, we show an example, refer to Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 3 , we find that 1-level tight wavelet frame decomposition gives redundant representations of a sampled image, thus forming a feature set of the image. The dimensionality of the feature set is nine times higher than the dimensionality of the sampled image. That is to say, each image pixel contains nine underlying attributes, i.e., one low frequency and eight high frequencies. Formally speaking, for an image with K pixels, the size of its feature set X is 9 × K. Therefore, for image segmentation, the dimensionality of data of clustering is expanded when comparing with the direct use of image pixels.
C. KL Divergence-Based FCM
By introducing spatial information and tight wavelet frames, FCM becomes more robust to noise. To further improve its segmentation performance, we employ the KL divergence to optimize the partition matrix produced by FCM. We reformulate feature sets associated with f andf as X = Wf = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x K } and X = Wf = {x 1 ,x 2 , · · · ,x K }. The modified objective function is expressed as
where α and β are positive parameters that control the impacts of the filtered term x j − v i 2 and KL divergence term
uij uij on FCM, respectively. Note that the fuzzification coefficient is not present in this formulation of the objective function by introducing the KL divergence term that involves the original partition matrix U = [u ij ] c×K and the filtered partition matrix U = [ū ij ] c×K that is defined as
Here, the operator median represents median filtering applied to each row of U with a local window of a selected size, which means that abnormal membership grades in U produced in each iteration are modified by their neighbors.
In particular, in [16] , the KL divergence was first introduced into the objective function of FCM. However, different from our work, a mean filter is employed for constructing the KL divergence term. The mean filtering results are experimentally worse than those obtained by using a median filter. What is more, the work in [16] does not try to overcome the shortcomings that the usage of the KL divergence results in high computational complexity and spatial information of images are absent in the objective function of FCM.
We apply the Lagrange multiplier method to minimize (4). The iterative updates of the partition matrix U and prototypes v i are given as follows:
The derivations are provided in the Appendix. We cover an example to illustrate the impact of the KL divergence on FCM. We impose mixed Gaussian and impulse noise on an original image shown in Fig. 2(a) . The noise level is set to s = 30 and r = 20%. To better exhibit the impact of the KL divergence, we fix α = 1.5 while the 1-level tight wavelet frame decomposition is present. The number of clusters is set to 4 because the original image contains four gray levels. As shown in Fig. 4 , by introducing the KL divergence and setting β = 15000 (how to select the value of β will be discussed in Section IV-A), an arbitrary image pixel has close membership degrees to those of its neighbors, which means that the membership partition becomes more suitable and classification errors are reduced. 
D. Reconstruction of Segmented Feature Set
To further improve the KL divergence-based FCM algorithm, we conduct the reconstruction for the segmented feature set. Here we denote the obtained partition matrix and prototypes as U * = [u * ij ] c×K and V * = {v * i } i=1,2,··· ,c . Based on them, we obtain the segmented feature set ⌢ X that contains c prototypes. The filtered partition matrix corresponding to U * is denoted as U * = [ū * ij ] c×K . By their assistance, we reconstruct the segmented feature set by minimizing the inverse process of (4), i.e.,
where X = {x j } j=1,2,··· ,K is the reconstructed feature set and c i=1 u * ij = 1 always holds. Obviously, there exists an unknown X in (8) . Thus we can acquire reconstructed feature set X by solving ∂J ∂x j = 0.
The optimalx j is presented as
In the reconstruction process, some differences between X and ⌢ X are encountered, which are produced by abnormal features in X that do not belong to ⌢ X. To modify these features, for j = 1, 2, · · · , K, we substitutex j byx j defined asx
All elements {x j } j=1,2,··· ,K make up the modified feature set X.
To intuitively show the effect of the reconstruction process, we take a case in which tight wavelet frames are absent. We choose the noisy image as shown in Fig. 4(b) . We set c = 4, α = 1.5, and β = 15000. The obtained results are displayed in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 indicates the segmentation result obtained by using the KL divergence is unsatisfactory to certain extent. In the reconstruction process, some blurred edges are produced. Thus, the reconstructed image contains more than four gray levels. Whereas, these blurred edges are eliminated in the modification process.
E. Reconstruction of Segmented Image
Once the modified feature set are obtained, we reconstruct the segmented imagef using the wavelet frame reconstruction operator W T , i.e.,f = W T ( X).
Hence, the proposed algorithm is realized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 KL divergence-based FCM algorithm incorporating the MR and wavelet frames (KLDFCM)
Input: Image f , number of clusters c, and threshold ε. Output: Segmented imagef . 1 Calculate the partition matrix U (t) using the filtered partition matrix U (t−1) and prototypes v Update the filtered partition matrix U (t) via (5) 8:
Update the prototypes v i by using the partition matrix U (t) via (7) 9:
t ← t + 1 10: until U (t) − U (t−1) < ε 11: return prototypes v i , partition matrix U , and filtered partition matrix U 12: Calculate the reconstructed feature set X via (9) 13: Calculate the modified feature set X via (10) 14: Calculate the segmented imagef via (11) IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES In this section, we complete a collection of numerical experiments to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. We provide KLDFCM's segmentation results reported for synthetic, medical, and color images. Moreover, we also make some comparisons between KLDFCM and eight existing algorithms in the literature, including 'FCM S1' [7] , 'FCM S2' [7] , 'FGFCM' [8] , 'FLICM' [9] , 'KWFLICM' [11] , 'FRFCM' [18] , 'WFCM' [13] , and 'DSFCM N' [19] .
Besides visual comparisons, we also display segmentation comparisons in a quantitative fashion. Here, we employ two performance indicators, i.e., segmentation accuracy (SA) [33] and entropy-based information (EI) [34] . The SA is often used to assess the performance of segmenting images with known ground truth. The larger the SA value is, the better the segmentation effect becomes. The essence of index EI is to minimize the uniformity across all clusters by maximizing the uniformity of pixels within each segmented cluster. Hence, the better segmentation effect is associated with a smaller EI value.
A. Parameter Setting
Before conducting all numerical experiments, we introduce parameter settings in all algorithms. Since all comparative algorithms take spatial information of observed images into account, we fairly select a local window with size 3 × 3. We set fuzzification coefficient m = 2 across eight comparative algorithms, and threshold ε = 1 × 10 −6 across all algorithms. The number of clusters c is assumed to be known, and preset to the same for all algorithms. It is noted that KLDFCM is free of m.
Except for m, ε, and c, we next introduce how to set the remaining parameters in all comparative algorithms. α in FCM S1 and FCM S2 is experimentally set to 3.8, which is used to control the impact of the neighborhood term on FCM. In FGFCM, we set the spatial scale factor λ s and the graylevel scale factor λ g to 3 and 5, respectively. There exist no more parameters in FLICM and KWFLICM. For FRFCM, the observed image is selected as the mask image and the marker image is obtained by a square structuring element of size 3×3. What's more, a median filter with window size 3×3 is applied to the fuzzy membership filtering. As to WFCM, µ controls the impact of the spatial information on FCM, which is determined experimentally with the values in range of [0.55, 0.65]. For DSFCM N, p is set to 1 and the parameter vector λ is selected according to the standard deviation of each channel of image data.
In the following, we discuss how to set the remaining parameters of the KLDFCM. To apply the MR to filter image pixels, we select the same parameters as those in FRFCM. For the tight wavelet frame transform, we set its level to 1. A median filter with window size 3 × 3 is applied to the membership filtering. Beyond that, there only exist two parameter α and β in KLDFCM. Here, we report two examples to exhibit how to select α and β. We impose mixed Gaussian and impulse noise with s = 30 and r = 20% on three synthetic images with ground truth, refer to Fig. 8(a) -(c). By fixing β = 15000 in advance, we first take a set of values of α to show the change of segmentation performance of the proposed algorithm. As shown in Fig. 6 , with the increase of α, the SA value keeps increasing until it reaches the maximum. After that, the SA value slowly decreases. In order to provide a reference for parameter selection in the following experiments, we can determine α experimentally within the range [0.5, 1.5]. For selection of β, by fixing α = 1, we take a sequence of values of β to investigate their impacts on the segmentation effects of the proposed algorithm. β is increased from an initial value. Here, we set the initial value to 5, 000 for all tested examples. As shown in Fig. 7 , there exists a maximum of SA as β increases. To simplify parameter settings of the following experiments, we choose β ∈ [10000, 45000] experimentally. 
B. Ablation Studies and Analysis
This work involves four key components, i.e., image filtering, feature extraction, KL divergence, and feature set reconstruction. In the following, we conduct ablation studies to exhibit the impact of each component on the proposed algorithm. The mixed Gaussian and impulse noise with s = 30 and r = 20% is imposed on the image shown in Fig. 8(b) . The number of clusters is set to 4. We select α = 1 and β = 15000. The level of tight wavelet frame transform is 1. The results are represented in Obviously, we test 10 different combinations of the four key components. Here, we clarify that a small value of β is chosen, i.e., β = 60, in order to make (6) executable, which represents that the KL divergence is absent. When all components are absent, the SA result of FCM is only 91.9734%. By considering each component alone, we can find the SA values are increased by 6.8242%, 0.5513%, 7.6802%, and 0.4460%, respectively. Therefore, compared with feature extraction and feature set reconstruction, the image filtering has a relatively larger influence on the performance improvement of FCM. Except for the KL divergence, other three components are time-saving. In addition, the KL divergence has the greatest impact on the improvement of the segmentation performance of FCM. However, it also gives rise to high computation costs. Nevertheless, the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is still very high since spatial information is not computed in each iteration, which thanks to the use of the MR.
C. Results for Synthetic Images
We first conduct numerical experiments of segmenting six synthetic images, including three images with ground truth (refer to Fig. 8(a) -(c)) and three images without ground truth (refer to Fig. 8(d)-(f) ). The numbers of clusters of six synthetic images are set to 4, 4, 4, 2, 2, and 2, respectively. To exhibit KLDFCM's robustness to multiple noise, we impose mixed Gaussian and impulse noise on all images. The level of Gaussian noise is 30. The density of impulse noise is 15%. In particular, we remove salt and pepper impulse noise since it is one of the most common types of impulse noise. The segmentation results are illustrated in Fig. 9 and TABLE II. As shown in Fig. 9 , we clearly observe that FCM S1, FCM S2, FGFCM and FLICM are not capable to suppress mixed noise. Compared with them, KWFLICM and WFCM can remove a large proportion of mixed noise. Even though FRFCM and DSFCM N exhibit the superior performance for mixed noise removal, they change image edges to some extents. Superior to these comparative algorithms, KLDFCM can efficiently remove mixed noise and preserve clear image details.
TABLE II reports the quantitative results (SA and EI) for segmenting synthetic images. In presence of mixed noise of a high intensity, the superiority of KLDFCM is apparent. For synthetic images with ground truth, the SA value of KLDFCM is up to 99.9630% on Fig. 8(a) . As to synthetic images without ground truth, the EI value of KLDFCM is down to 1.4814 on Fig. 8(d) . Compared with KLDFCM, other comparative algorithms reveal the worse EI results while copying with mixed noise of a high intensity.
D. Results for Medical Images
In this subsection, we segment magnetic resonance images (MRIs) coming from a simulated brain database (BrianWeb): http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/. MRIs are generated by T1 modality with slice thickness of 1mm resolution, 9% noise and 20% intensity non-uniformity. As shown in Fig. 10 , Fig. 8 (a) Fig. 8(b) Fig. 8 (c) Fig. 8(d) Fig. 8 (e) Fig. 8(f we select five slices in the axial plane with the sequence of 70, 80, 90, 100, and 110. Fig. 10 reports visual comparisons for segmenting five MRIs. The numbers of clusters are set to 4. The corresponding quantitative comparisons are summarized in TABLE III. As shown in Fig. 10 , KLDFCM maintains clear contours in images while other FCM-related algorithms generate several shape changes such as merging and splitting. TABLE III shows that KLDFCM universally acquires the larger SA values than other eight algorithms. In particular, the SA value of KLDFCM comes up to 99.1953% for the fourth slice in Fig.  10 . Therefore, we conclude that KLDFCM is superior to other existing algorithms when segmenting MRIs. 
E. Results for Color Images
Besides gray images, we also consider a series of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color images. Generally speaking, most of FCM-related algorithms are not applicable to color image segmentation since spatial information of color images is hard to acquire. Whereas, KLDFCM overcomes this shortcoming. In addition, we easily extend KLDFCM to color image segmentation. The multivariate MGR can be applied to RGB color images [35] . As to the tight wavelet frame transform, we apply it to feature extraction in each channel of a RGB color image. Hence, the dimensionality of the obtained feature set is triple that of a gray image. The remaining operations of color image segmentation are similar to those of gray image segmentation. To further demonstrate the performance for color image segmentation, we segment two sets of color images.
We first segment six color images that are borrowed from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSDS300): https:// www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/bsds/ BSDS300/html/dataset/images.html. We set the numbers of clusters to 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, respectively. The relevant segmentation results are shown in Fig. 11 and TABLE IV. Obviously, except for FRFCM and WFCM, other comparative algorithms perform poorly. Although FRFCM and WFCM mostly retain image contours, they result in several shape changes. Superior to them, the segmentation results of KLDFCM are closer to true segmentation results. TABLE IV illustrates the EI results of segmenting six color images. The EI values of KLDFCM are everywhere smaller than those of other comparative algorithms, which indicates that KLDFCM acquires better uniformity in segmented images. Therefore, we conclude that KLDFCM can achieve excellent performance for segmenting color images. Besides simulated color images mentioned above, we also consider segmenting real-world images coming from the NASA Earth Observation database: http://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa. gov/. In general, there exists unknown noise in sampled images due to bit errors appearing in satellite measurements.
We choose two real-world images representing two specific scenes, i.e., sea ice and snow extent and chlorophyll concentration. Due to the lack of reference (original) images, index EI cannot directly used. Hence, we randomly shoot each scene for 50 times within the time span 2000-2019, which generates the mean image. It can be taken as the reference image. The calculated EI results are given in TABLE V. The corresponding visual comparisons are presented in Fig. 12 . The first row of Fig. 12 reports the segmentation results on a real-world image showing sea ice and snow extent. The colors represent where the land and ocean are covered by snow and ice per week (here is February 7-14, 2015) . We set c = 4. The second row of Fig. 12 illustrates the results for segmenting a real-world image showing chlorophyll concentration. The colors represent where and how much phytoplankton are growing over a span of days. The black areas show where the satellite could not measure phytoplankton. We set c = 2. As shown in Fig. 12 , there exists the remaining noise in the segmented results of FCM S1, FCM S2, FGFCM, FLICM, KWFLICM, and WFCM. Although FRFCM and DSFCM N can sufficiently remove unknown noise, they give rise to over-smoothing to some extent. What's worse, there exist several topological changes including merging and splitting in the segmentation results of the two algorithms. Compared with other comparative algorithms, KLDFCM not only fully removes unknown noise, but also remains clear edges in images. In the light of the visual results shown in Fig. 12 and quantitative comparisons in TABLE V, it is concluded that KLDFCM overcomes the drawback of other FCM-related algorithms.
F. Computing Overhead
To illustrate the efficiency of above FCM-related algorithms, we compare the computing overhead of KLDFCM with those of other algorithms. For fair comparison, we clarify that all experiments are completed in MATLAB on a laptop with Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2133 CPU of (3.60 GHz) and 32.0 GB RAM.
More specifically, we here demonstrate the average computing overheads of copying with different types of images, including synthetic images with ground truth, synthetic images without ground truth, medical images, color images and real-world images. The relevant results are shown in Fig. 13 .
As shown in Fig. 13 , when segmenting gray images, FCM S1, FCM S2 and KWFLICM are time-consuming. In comparison, the remaining algorithms present sound computational efficiency. Especially, FRFCM is the most timesaving due to the usage of gray level histograms. Except for FRFCM, the efficiency of KLDFCM is higher than those of all other algorithms. As to color image segmentation, it is apparent that KWFLICM is the most time-consuming. Compared with other algorithms, FRFCM and KLDFCM exhibit lower computational complexities. It is worth noting that the efficiency of KLDFCM is slightly lower than that of FRFCM. However, the drawback can be tolerated due to its better segmentation effects. Therefore, KLDFCM is more practical since it has acceptable computing overhead and better segmentation performance simultaneously. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
To retain a meaningful trade-off between the segmentation performance and the speed of clustering, we report a KL divergence-based FCM algorithm by incorporating a tight wavelet frame transform and the MR. At the inception, an observed image is filtered by using the MR. A tight wavelet frame system is employed to decompose the observed and filtered images so as to form their feature sets. Taking these feature sets as data of clustering, we present the modified FCM algorithm that incorporates a KL divergence term in the partition matrix into its objective function. Whereafter, we design a reconstruction process on the segmented feature set. As a result, the segmentation accuracy of KL divergence-based FCM is further improved. Moreover, we provide supporting experiments to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Finally, we conclude this work as follows: 1) As a pre-processing step, the MR introduce spatial information into FCM, which means the iterative calculation of a conventional local neighbor term is avoided. Thus the proposed algorithm is not time-consuming. In addition, the MR exhibits the noise-immunity and retention capacity of image details, which improves the robustness of FCM. 2) A tight wavelet frame transform is used to form feature sets of images, which thereby eliminates the defect of using image pixels. Hence, the underlying features in images can be analyzed as much as possible. Moreover, tight wavelet frames can be viewed as a kernel function, thus forming a kernel-based FCM algorithm. 3) A KL divergence term in the partition matrix is introduced into the objective function of FCM, which gives rise to the optimal partition matrix. Thus, it improves the segmentation performance. In addition, we design the reconstruction of the segmented feature set in order to further enhance the segmentation effects. Finally, the usage of KL divergence makes the fuzzification coefficient nor present in the FCM algorithm. Hence, the parameter setting of FCM is simplified.
4) The segmentation results of the proposed algorithm indicate that it has good performance for image segmentation. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is superior to other existing algorithms. 5) The proposed algorithm exhibits high computational efficiency. Even though it is slightly slower than few algorithms, its good performance can overcome this drawback. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed algorithm is effective and practical. However, there are some open issues worth pursuing. For instance, the application areas of the proposed algorithm can be further expanded to image segmentation in non-flat domains, such as remote sensing [36] , computer networks, ecological systems [37] , and transportation networks [38] . The values of the parameters might also be automatically chosen. Moreover, the automatic setting of numbers of clusters can be further discussed.
APPENDIX
Consider the minimization of the objective function
u ij = 1 for j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}.
We apply the Lagrangian multiplier method to solve the minimization problem. The Lagrangian function is formulated as
where Λ = {λ j : j = 1, 2, · · · , K} stands for a set of the Lagrangian multipliers, and d ij = x j − v i 2 + α x j − v i 2 . First, by fixing V , we minimize (12) in terms of the partition matrix U . Thus, we have ∂L λ ∂u ij = d ij + β log u ij u ij + 1 + λ j = 0.
We obtain u ij =ū ij e −dij /β · 1 e λj /β+1 .
Based on the constraint 
Substituting (14) into (13), we acquire u ij =ū ij e −d ij /β c q=1ū qj e −d qj /β . Next, by fixing U , we minimize (12) in terms of V . Thus, we have ∂L λ ∂v i = K j=1 (−2) · u ij · ((x j + αx j ) − (v i + αv i )) = 0.
With that,
The optimal v i is described as
